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Abstract

Between the early-1970s and the mid-1990s, the U.S. banking sector was deregulated and U.S. workers gained more statutory basic protections. The effects of these two reforms on productive activity have largely been studied separately in the finance and labor literatures. Yet they only have separable impacts under classical production theories, abstracting from frictions and the roles of various stakeholders in corporate governance (e.g., related to bargaining between workers, creditors, and shareholders). Jointly estimating effects, we confirm that bank branch deregulation benefits industries highly dependent on external finance. Employment protection promotes knowledge-intensive industries, consistent with labor search theories with firm-specific investment, but not with neo-classical theories and many empirical studies. Importantly, we find interactions between the two reforms to matter for real economic activity, suggesting stakeholder corporate governance to be important.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Between the early-1970s and the mid-1990s, the U.S. banking sector was deregulated. Over the same period, U.S. workers gained more statutory albeit still basic protections. The effects of these two reforms on productive activity have largely been studied separately in the finance and labor literatures. Indeed, in a classical theory of production, the two reforms—changes in financial frictions and in labor market frictions—have separable impacts on outputs and can thus empirically be studied independently. Separation is not warranted, however, in the presence of product- and financial-market frictions and under stakeholder corporate governance, when interactions between and bargaining among workers, creditors, and shareholders affects productive activity. To analyze these interactions of these two reforms, we study their combined effect using value added data at both the state and state-industry level, and indexes of state level financial and employment protection reforms.

At the state level, we confirm previous results that financial deregulation leads to higher output growth and that stronger employment protection has ambiguous effects. At the state-industry level, findings are also consistent with previous studies on the benefits of increased financial competition, with lower monopolistic powers of banks leading to higher overall output growth. Results differ, however, somewhat from previous findings for basic employment protection as we find that, while greater employment protection leads to less growth, it does not so for more knowledge-intensive industries. For industries with low-skilled workers, protecting workers more leads to inefficiencies and hinders growth, as predicted in typical neo-classical or simple labor models, and often found in the empirical literature. For high-skilled industries, however, employment protection appears to promote growth, more consistent with, for example, labor search models with firm-specific investment.

Moreover, we find some interactions effects between bank branch deregulation and employment protection. Theoretically, in the presence of a firm-specific investment channel, workers may have more incentives to invest in firm-specific skills when their jobs are safer. Since jobs can become safer after financial deregulation, e.g., if better liquidity provision increases the survival
probability of firms or if more bank competition means banks have less power to determine workers’ compensations and employment in distressed firms. Indeed, our regression results confirm this indirect effect of financial deregulation for industries that both depend on more external finance and more knowledgeable workers, supportive of a stakeholder view of corporate governance.

Our paper fits in the broader literature on the impacts of financial deregulation in the U.S. Between the early 1970s and the mid-1990s, banks’ monopolistic power in the U.S. was reduced gradually on a state-by-state basis by deregulation facilitating competition. Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) show that states that deregulated their banking sector experienced faster economic growth. They argue that greater efficiency in bank lending most likely caused the gains as they find no evidence for increases in lending.\(^1\) Acharya, Imbs and Sturgess (2011) also find efficiency effects as they report that the industry-composition converges to an “efficient frontier” after bank branch deregulation.\(^2\)

Contemporaneously with financial deregulation, employment protection changed at the US state level. Historically, employers in the U.S. could freely fire workers, but from the early 1970s on states gradually restricted such practices by establishing exceptions for wrongful discharges (Autor, Donohue and Schwab, 2006). Early work found large negative effects (Dertouzos and Karoly, 1992, 1993) of these protections on the number of people employed. More recent work, however, finds no effects on employment (Miles, 2000) or a negative, albeit small effect on employment and little effect on wages (Autor, Donohue III, and Schwab, 2006). In subsequent work, Autor, Kerr, and Kugler (2007) find the wrongful discharge protection to negatively affect

---

\(^1\) In a subsequent study, Stiroh and Strahan (2003) show that one efficiency channel may be a competitive shake-out: efficient banks drove out inefficient ones. Also, Black and Strahan (2001) show that the female share in managerial position increased after deregulation, suggesting that bank employers and employees might have enjoyed rents, which dissipated after deregulation.

\(^2\) Abiad, Oomes and Ueda (2008), in a cross-country study, find improvements in within-industry efficiency in capital allocation after (more broadly-defined) financial deregulation.
firm-level productivity by reducing employment flows and firm entry rates. None of these studies, however, takes into account the contemporaneous changes in the relative bargaining powers of other stakeholders.

Besides changes in banks’ and workers’ powers, changes in shareholder protection can impact firm performance through affecting the availability of external financing and improving governance. Although well documented in cross-country studies, the effects of shareholder protection have been hard to detect within a U.S. context. This is in part because most securities laws are federal and there is little state variation in equity rights. Moreover, largely listed, and thus typically large, firms are subject to these shareholder rules, with these firms also to list on national stock exchanges, and thus subject themselves to the rules of the respective exchanges and not (just) state rules. They also often establish their headquarters in states with laws most conducive to shareholders’ interests. All together this makes firms’ state headquarters addresses and local laws less relevant for state- or state-industry level value added, and we therefore do not include differences in state-level shareholder protection in our regressions.

Since reforms happen at the state-level, we focus on their overall consequences, i.e., their impact on aggregate state-level or state-industry-level growth. By focusing on aggregate effects, we can be less concerned about reverse causality. This might be a problem for studies at the individual firm level where performance can drive firm level changes in worker protection, i.e., better performing firms provide greater protection to their employees (Bae, Kang, and Wang, 2011). We nevertheless conduct robustness tests that allow for reverse causality and find similar results.

Studying financial and employment protection reforms using U.S. state- and state-industry-level

3 Also, see Besley and Burgess (2004) who find that state-level pro-worker amendments in the relevant law lead to lower state outputs in India.

4 Some papers find a decrease in market values for firms in jurisdictions that enact anti-takeover statutes (Karpoff and Malatesta, 1989, 1995; Szewczyk and Tsetsekos, 1992). Also, Bebchuk and Cohen (2003) find that states that offer stronger anti-takeover protections are substantially more successful in both retaining in-state firms and attracting out-of-state incorporations. But, again, these papers do not study the overall economic impact or take into account the bargaining powers of other stakeholders.

5 Data for state level shareholder protection is also only available from 1986 on. In the working paper version, we did include a shareholders protection measure based on Bebchuk and Cohen (2003) in our regression analyses, but we did not find any significant effects.
data also overcomes some of the problems prevalent in cross-country studies where results can be driven by country characteristics and other factors hard to control for. Nevertheless, our findings are robust to using additional institutional measures as well as using various output measures, sample periods, and econometric specifications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review related literature. We explain the data we use in Section III. In Section IV, we discuss the empirical methodology and report the main results. Section V provides various robustness checks. The last Section concludes.

II. RELATED LITERATURE

Financial deregulation can be expected to increase overall economic activity if, because of banks’ monopoly power or low banking system efficiencies, capital was being allocated inefficiently or entrepreneurship discouraged by denying access to financing to new profitable firms. Deregulation could also benefit other stakeholders if banks charged high interest rates and extracted rents, even when they allocated resources efficiently. Empirical evidence is mostly supportive of the benefits of financial deregulation, using evidence for both the U.S. as well as other countries (Jayaratne and Strahan (1996), Bekaert, Harvey, and Lundblad (2005), and Townsend and Ueda (2010)).

Most classical theories typically predict negative effects of greater labor protection. With greater employment protection, employers can be expected to be less willing to hire workers, thereby decreasing overall employment and lowering output (e.g., Hopenhayn and Rogerson, 1993, and Bertola, 1994). Stronger worker protection may also lead to rent-seeking behaviors by workers

6 Besides the beneficial effects of reducing inefficiencies or weeding out corrupt lending practices often associated with protected financial systems, greater competition may reduce excessive risk taking (Boyd and De Nicolo, 2005) and promote (implicit) investment coordination among firms (Ueda, 2006).

7 Theoretically, financial repression (e.g., interest controls, entry barriers) could lead banks to expand lending given stronger monopoly rights and thereby enhance overall output in a second-best world (Hellmann, et al., 1996).

and can even destroy firm value, for example, when workers oppose the placement of substitute new machines—Parente and Prescott (2000) provide an example for India. Cross-country empirical studies for OECD countries (e.g., Scarpetta and Tressel (2004) using industry level and Cingano, et al. (2010) using firm level data) support this view of inefficient employment protection. And Botero et al. (2004) shows that heavier regulation of labor is associated with lower labor force participation and higher unemployment. Other cross-country evidence also generally finds negative effects.

Predictions of the effects of employment protection in richer labor search models, however, are more nuanced. Given a need to invest in firm-specific skills, especially for knowledge-intensive industries, greater employment protection can help maximize firm value (Murphy, 1986, Saint-Paul, 1996, and Takizawa, 2003). Moreover, by taking into account the dead-weight losses associated with unemployment (e.g., loss of skills when unemployed), some protection can be socially optimal—and could induce higher aggregate growth—since it makes firms internalize such costs (Blanchard and Tirole, 2008).

Besides the direct beneficial effects of financial deregulation and employment protection, many theoretical models recognize the importance of analyzing the roles and effects of various stakeholders’ claims jointly. These analyses (e.g., Allen 2005, Allen, Carletti and Marquez, 2007; see also Tirole, 2006) argue that in a second-best world, with information asymmetries, agency issues, incomplete contracting, and other deviations from perfect factor markets, a proper configuration of various stakeholders’ rights can lead to overall firm value maximization. Conversely, these theories suggest that firm performance varies with the legal rights and relative bargaining powers of multiple stakeholders. A particular implication of the incomplete-contract theory (e.g., Hart, 1995) is that, with greater (relative) bargaining powers, workers will have more incentives to invest in firm-specific skills. Such positive effects may also appear at the macro level (e.g., Caballero and Hammour, 1998, and Gervais, Livshits, and Meh, 2008).

---

11 There is also a related corporate finance literature that considers the joint effects of financial and labor conditions. Garmaise (2008), for example, finds that financially constrained small firms have greater difficulty in hiring new (continued…)
Empirically, the law and finance literature has mainly focused on creditors’ and minority shareholders’ rights and largely considered these individual stakeholders rights one-by-one. An extensive literature has investigated the role of creditors’ and shareholders’ rights using aggregate data or data on individual firm behavior and characteristics (La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny, 1997 and 1998; Djankov, McLiesh and Shleifer, 2007; De Nicolo, Laeven and Ueda, 2008; Acharya, Amihud and Litov, 2011). Studies generally document positive effects of stronger rights, consistent with the value of securing claims, protecting investors against abuse by insiders (management or controlling shareholders), and overcoming principal agent problems. But none considered or controlled for workers’ rights at the same time.

Only a few papers have investigated empirically how variations in multiple stakeholders’ powers affect economic performance across countries or firms. Using country-level analysis, Fonseca and Utero (2007) investigate the effects of labor regulation and barriers to entrepreneurship in the presence of credit market frictions. They show that stricter employment protection laws and more barriers to entry negatively affect firms that are more dependent on external financing. Taking a country perspective as well, but from a political economy point of view, Pagano and Volpin (2005) explain the observed negative correlation between shareholder protection and employment protection across OECD countries as the outcome of a combination of incumbent workers and inside owners/managers erecting barriers against minority shareholders.  

employees, and therefore provide greater de facto employment protection, thereby inducing more firm-specific investment. Perversely, Cronqvist, et al. (2009) find that entrenched CEOs pay more to employees to enjoy greater private benefits (e.g., less CEO efforts in wage bargaining and improved relations with employees).  

12 Some papers have analyzed the joint effects of creditor and labor rights using firm-level data. Atanassov and Kim (2009) investigate cross-country differences in firm-level restructuring and find that the firm’s reaction to financial distress—asset sales or layoffs—depends on both the degree of investor protection and employment protection. The specific effect of stronger employment protection depends on the degree of investor protection but in all cases economic outcomes appear inefficient. 12 Moreover, such firm-level studies has a difficulty in documenting economy- or industry-wide effects such as large effects in extensive margin—increased levels of entrepreneurship and business closures after U.S. banking deregulation—documented by Kerr and Nanda (2009).
III. Data

We explain in detail next the sources and characteristics of the data. First, we identify the regulatory and legal changes regarding banking sector competition and employment protection at the U.S. state level. For this, we use indexes commonly used in the literature. Second, to evaluate the economic impact of these reforms, we collect data on growth in state-level and state-industry-level value added. Third, to help with identification, we consider industry-specific characteristics. In particular, we focus on the natural tendency of firms to depend in varying degrees on external finance and high skilled labor. Since these tendencies can be represented by several measures, we use existing indexes for some but also construct new measures based on firm-level data.

A. Bank Branch Deregulation

Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) describe the history of bank branch deregulation in the U.S. Before deregulation, unit banking was the rule: banks could not open any branch and could operate from headquarters' location only. Starting in the early 1970s (except for some states), banks were allowed to operate multiple branches within each state (intrastate banking), first through mergers and acquisitions of other banks, and then by establishing new branches (de novo branching). This deregulation took place at different times in each state, with large variations. Finally, in 1994, the federal government permitted banks to operate branches in different states (interstate banking). The degree of banks’ monopoly power is conversely negatively associated with the degree of deregulation.\(^\text{13}\)

The data we use on bank branch deregulation comes from Jayaratne and Strahan (1996). Specifically, the financial deregulation index we use defines deregulation in one of two ways: $FinLib = M&A$, which is a dummy equal to 0 when bank branch through M&A is restricted, and 1 if deregulated; or $FinLib = \text{de novo}$ which is a dummy equal to 0 when bank branch is

\(^{13}\) See Strahan (2003) for a review on the economic effects by U.S. banking deregulation.
restricted 0, and 1 if deregulated. For robustness, we investigate the effects of both measures, but perhaps since M&A bank deregulation always precedes de novo deregulation, we find most impact from M&A bank deregulation and only report those results.

B. Employment Protection

Autor, Donohue and Schwab (2006) document how, using initial precedent-setting case law, states adopted *de facto* wrongful discharge protection for employees.\textsuperscript{14} They classify these employment protection laws into three categories: public policy, good faith, and implied contract. Under the public policy exemption, employers cannot fire employees just because they follow public policy, such as performing jury duty, filing worker’s compensation, reporting employer’s wrongdoing, and so forth. Under the good faith exemption, employers cannot fire workers for “bad cause,” primarily applied to “bad timing” cases, such as firing just before a salary due or pension threshold date. The implied contract exemption is somewhat vague: without clearly stating in the employment contract that a company can fire a worker at will, workers should be kept employed according to their length of service, history of promotion, general company policy, industry practice, and so forth.

These “rights” can be considered as basic labor standards, except perhaps for the implicit contract exemption. The premise is also that, while some labor rights can be secured contractually, in the presence of inefficiencies in enforcing privately-negotiated contracts, it can be beneficial to secure some rights by law or court. For example, good faith laws prevent firms from firing workers just before their pay day. Without such a law, fearing it could happen workers may demand premiums, leading to failure in labor markets, hurting especially those newly created firms that cannot pre-commit credibly to good practices. A basic employment protection can avoid such inefficiencies. An important other channel could be when there are firm- or sector-specific human capital investment needs. Protecting workers from firing without

\textsuperscript{14} Since these are precedent or case-based actions, they may not necessarily take effect in a uniform manner across the whole state immediately. While the dating consequently cannot be done unambiguously, many papers have used the same dates we use. Obviously, imprecision in dating biases our analyses towards finding no results. Note that there are some reversals where earlier recognized doctrines were overturned by the courts, which we account for.
good reason can promote workers to acquire more specialized skills and thereby enhance firm performance in those industries that demand greater firm-specific investments.

For our empirical analyses, we create four employment protection indexes, depending on which, if any, of the three protections is adopted. If a protection is recognized by the specified state court, the following binary variables have a value of 1 and otherwise 0: WorkRight = public policy; good faith; implied contract; or earliest (i.e., any of the three is introduced).

C. Patterns of the Legal Changes

We start our sample in 1972, when bank deregulation data starts, and end it in 1993, before interstate branch deregulation starts. Altogether we have 1056 state-year, balanced panel observations covering periods of both financial deregulation and employment protection reforms. Figure 1a depicts the number of states that have allowed M&A or de novo branches. Figure 1b depicts the number of states that have adopted the three forms of employment protection.

These figures show the accelerating trends of financial deregulation and greater employment protection between the 1970s and the 1990s. Changes did not occur at the same time, though, in each state. Figures 2a and 2b depict the number of years between financial deregulation and changes in employment protection at the individual state level. It makes clear that policy changes occurred in some states at quite different points in time as the number of years in between financial deregulation and changes in employment protection varies from minus 20 to plus 20.

Table 1a provides some further indication of the (lack of) overlaps in stakeholders’ protection by showing the raw correlations between the various indexes. It shows that there is a strong correlation between the two financial deregulation indexes (M&A and de novo), with a correlation of 0.78. Similarly, there is some correlation among the three employment protection indexes, with the highest between contract and public policy, 0.53. Still, the other two correlations among the employment protection indexes are quite low, 0.29 and 0.14. Importantly, most correlations between financial deregulation and employment protection indexes are low,
between 0.16 and 0.32, reflecting the substantial variation when reforms were adopted at the state level. Table 1b provides the mean and standard deviation for each of the reforms indexes.

**D. State and State-Industry Growth**

We use the growth in state-level GDP and in state-industry level GDP to measure the effects of changes in the financial deregulation and employment protection measures. An aggregate value added measure has some advantages compared to firm-level profitability or valuation measures for a number of reasons. For one, it includes more of the general equilibrium effects of reforms: for example, reforms may facilitate the entry and growth of new productive firms but accelerate the decline of unproductive firms (Kerr and Nanda, 2009). As a consequence, although industrial value added may expand, we may observe little effects or an actual decline in the average profitability of existing firms. Another effect can be that existing firms expand and new firms enter after bank branch deregulation as the cost of capital declines or competition increases. This may means that the marginal return to capital of individual firms drops, their profitability worsens, and possibly their valuation declines. At the same time, however, overall industry or state-level value added may increase, especially if there is entry of new firms.

The output growth data come from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). Data cover the value-added produced in each state and each state-industry combination. The industry breakdown is at the 2-digit SIC level with 63 industries at most per state, based on U.S. SIC (rev. 2). We include all industries, including except financial services, but also analyze separately non-financial industries. We use real growth rates, adjusted for national price (CPI) changes. We use national prices for several reasons. For one, we want to be comparable with what Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) do. Second, state-specific price indexes are available only from 1978 and using those would thus make our sample more restricted and miss some important reforms. Third, reforms can affect the prices of non-tradable goods (e.g., land rents) because of productivity gains. Such state-specific price changes should be considered as gains from reforms as well (see also Johnson et al. (2009) regarding PPP adjustments in cross-country growth studies).
Data are available for all 50 U.S. states and the District of Colombia, but following a convention in the literature, Delaware and South Dakota are dropped, as they allowed much more open financial systems early on in attempts to serve as specialized financial centers. Altogether we have some 1,000 state level observations and 50,000 state-industry level observations. Table 1b shows that the average growth in value added is 2.4 percent, with a large variation though.

E. Industry Characteristics

To identify the channels by which judicial changes may affect firm performance, while avoiding potential simultaneity biases, we use the methodology of Rajan-Zingales (1998). Precisely, we create variables that measure the natural characteristics of each industry in the U.S. using data from a different period. Specifically, we use firm level data to create industry-specific measures for external finance dependency and knowledge dependency. The industry-level tendency of external finance is defined in the Rajan and Zingales (1998) way as the ratio of investment minus internal cash-flows from operations to capital investments. The industry’s knowledge dependency is defined as the average use of intangible assets to fixed assets. This measure is, like external finance dependency, constructed by taking the period mean of the median values for all firms in a specific industry for each of the years 1991-2006.\textsuperscript{15} To check the robustness of our results to knowledge-intensity measure, we create two additional industry measures, the sales-to-fixed-asset ratio, similarly constructed from firm level data, and the average fraction of college graduates in the workforce.\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{15} The balance sheet variables are originally from the Worldscope firm level database, commercially provided by Thomson Reuters. While the values of external finance dependency are not exactly the same as Rajan and Zingales (1998)—they use a different period and Compustat data, the industry ranking is virtually the same. We use the 1991-2006 period, since by 1991 the financial markets and labor reforms had largely been completed and the firm-level dependency on external financing and knowledge can be expected to be near a steady state (i.e., “natural” tendency).

\textsuperscript{17} This measure is the average of two distant years, 1940 and 2005, from Buera and Kaboski (2012). However, using 2005 data alone provides similar regression results. The industry classifications are different from and often more detailed than those of U.S. SIC (rev. 2). When there is an exact overlap with the SIC industry classification, we take the data as is. Otherwise we aggregate, using as weights the income share in the more detailed industry classifications for the period 1994-2000. We construct other variables similarly whenever necessary.
The correlations among these industry-level characteristics are generally as expected (Table 1c). The two knowledge dependence ratios, sales-to-fixed-asset ratio and intangible-to-fixed-asset ratio, are highly correlated, 0.71, suggesting that these two variables capture similar industry characteristics. The correlation between the external finance dependence and intangible-to-fixed-asset ratio is a negative 0.44, that is, more external financial dependent firms use more fixed assets to produce their output. Similarly, the external finance dependence and sales-to-fixed-asset ratios have a negative correlation of 0.52. Average schooling has a correlation of 0.53 with the intangible asset ratio and 0.37 with the sales-to-fixed-asset ratio, but an insignificant correlation with external financing dependence, suggesting that it captures a different characteristic of industries from the other two. Table 1b reports the mean and standard deviation of each variable.

IV. Empirical Methodology and Regressions Results

We start with state-level regressions, for which we find, consistent with the existing literature, a large positive effect of bank branch deregulation and ambiguous effects of changes in employment protection. We then investigate the effects of legal changes at the state-industry level. We find that bank branch deregulation is beneficial for overall growth, while we find an industry-specific effect of employment protection, especially for knowledge-intensive industries. Moreover, we find industry-specific interaction effects for the two institutional changes, in particular for industries with greater external finance dependence and knowledge use.

A. State-Level Regressions

We start with state-level regressions, as they are comparable to Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) and Autor, Donohue III and Schwab (2006). We provide only the basic results of these regressions, however, since they largely confirm existing findings, and quickly go to the state-industry level regressions which shed more light on the role of multiple stakeholders in corporate governance.

The state-level regressions use state- and year-fixed effects to control for state-specific factors, including initial levels of GDP per capita that may affect state-specific growth trend and nation-
wide business cycles. We report robust t-statistics corrected for clustering at the state level. The exact specification is then:

\[ g_{s,t} = \alpha_s + \alpha_t + \beta_{FinLib_{s,t-1}} + \gamma_{WorkRight_{s,t-1}} + \varepsilon_{s,t}. \]  

(1)

The first column of Table 2a shows the regression results with only the financial deregulation variable. The statistically significant positive effect of financial deregulation on state-wide growth is consistent with the hypothesis that curtailing local monopolistic power of banks leads to more efficient intermediation. Using the M&A deregulation dummy, the effect of bank branch deregulation is about a 1.6 percent increase in state level growth rates, somewhat larger than Jayaratne and Strahan (1996). This larger effect may be because we use state fixed effects. If we run the regression without state fixed effects, the coefficient is about 1.06 percent (regression results omitted), which is almost identical to that found by Jayaratne and Strahan (1996). The effect is always lower for de novo branch deregulation (not reported), again in line with Jayaratne and Strahan (1996), perhaps reflecting that de novo branch deregulation always came after M&A deregulation, though highly correlated with it.

Columns 2, 5, and 8 show the effects of the three types of wrongful discharge protection measures. The three measures are not significant. Using the earliest of the three as an employment protection index, column 11, does not show significant results either.

When we include both bank branch deregulation and wrongful discharge protection indexes, the effects of financial deregulation become somewhat stronger (columns 3, 6, 9 and 12). Given the correlation between the two institutional changes, controlling for the degree of employment protection apparently produces stronger estimates for the effect of financial deregulation. The effects of employment protection do not change much.

The results for employment protection are in line with Miles (2000) who finds little effect on unemployment rates, but somewhat different from Autor, Donohue III and Schwab (2006) who
find uniform negative effects on unemployment. One reason for this difference may be omitted variable biases in other studies: while we control for contemporaneous, correlated changes in financial sector deregulation, previous labor studies do not. Moreover, GDP and unemployment can differ. For example, while unemployment may increase due to greater employment protection, a rise in firm-specific human capital investment could offset the negative effects of higher unemployment in terms of overall GDP.

Since the financial sector itself was very much affected by its deregulation, with much consolidation but also expansion following reforms, our results may be biased by including the financial services industry in the data. Nevertheless, when we use non-financial sector state GDP growth as our dependent variable (Table 2b), all key regression results hold. The effect of financial deregulation actually becomes stronger, while the effect of employment protection stays insignificant.

**B. Indirect Effects**

There can be interactions between financial deregulation and changes in *de facto* job security. A change in banks’ monopolistic powers, for example, can indirectly make firing or corporate bankruptcy less likely. Jobs are likely to become safer if better external financing provision enhances the survival probability of firms in case of temporary liquidity problems. Or if more competitive banks have less bargaining power over workers, e.g., to determine their compensations and firing in case of (near) bankruptcy, jobs may be more secure. On the other hand, it could be that jobs were safer before financial deregulation if less competitive banks kept inefficient firms afloat (e.g., Zombie firms). In this case, with more inefficient firms, overall return on firm-specific investment would be lower and aggregate value added not grows as fast.

---

18 To derive non-financial sector state level GDP we use the state-industry output data and subtract financial sector output from state level GDP.  
19 For example, less powerful creditors may extend loans or agree to reschedule repayments so that workers can keep their wage or job (Perotti and Spier, 1993). Since these contingencies cannot be written in labor contracts in a very precise way, it is the ex post bargaining power of the various stakeholders that determines the final outcome. Since stakeholders realize this possibility ex ante, the relative strengths of ex post bargaining powers influence their decisions, including their willingness to make firm-specific human capital investment.
To investigate how financial deregulation affects the impact of employment protection on value added growth, we next include the interaction term between the bank branch deregulation and employment protection indexes for all industries in the state-level regressions:

\[
g_{s,t} = \alpha_s + \alpha_t + \beta \text{FinLib}_{s,t-1} + \gamma \text{WorkRight}_{s,t-1} + \delta \text{FinLib}_{s,t-1} \times \text{WorkRight}_{s,t-1} + \epsilon_{s,t}.
\]  

(2)

Table 2a and 2b (columns 4, 7, 10, and 13) show the results for these regressions, using all industries and only non-financial industries respectively. There are few significant effects for the simple cross term coefficient \( \delta \) at the state level. While this does not suggest interactions, such effects can be industry specific, which we explore next.

C. State-Industry Level Benchmark Regressions

Using state-level regressions, we are not likely to detect the channels through which financial deregulation and changes in employment protection affect output growth. This can be better done using state-industry level regressions. We again use our two benchmark characteristics for each industry, dependence on external finance and intensity of knowledge use, and interact these characteristics with our financial deregulation and employment protection indexes. We include state-industry fixed effects \( \alpha_{s,j} \) to capture any state-specific industry growth trends. And we include state-year fixed effects \( \alpha_{s,t} \) to control for other factors, such as state specific business cycles and other policy changes. This use of dummies also means we only need to include the interaction terms because the effects from financial deregulation or employment protection are already absorbed in the state-year fixed effects. The full specification is then:

\[
g_{j,s,t} = \alpha_{s,j} + \alpha_{s,t} + \beta \text{FinLib}_{s,t-1} \times \text{ExtFinDep}_j + \gamma \text{WorkRight}_{s,t-1} \times \text{KnowledgeDep}_j + \epsilon_{j,s,t}.
\]  

(3)

where \( \text{ExtFinDep} \) denotes the industry’s dependency on external finance and \( \text{KnowledgeDep} \) the industry’s knowledge dependency, defined as the use of intangible assets relative to fixed assets.
Since the earliest of the three different reforms is often the public policy based protection, which thus signals further coming employment protection, we use this index for our investigations (regressions with the other employment protection measures show similar results). We use only the non-financial sectors in the state-industry level regressions and we report robust \textit{t-statistics} corrected for clustering at the state level.

The effects from financial deregulation do not vary with industry’s external financing when deregulation is the only regressor other than fixed effects (Table 3, columns 1). However, it becomes significant when the interaction term between external finance dependence and knowledge dependency are also included as regressors (Table 3, column 3). The last result is consistent with findings in the literature, but the first result suggests that there are interactions between the two institutional changes that need to be controlled for to properly assess impacts.

The coefficients on the interaction terms between the employment protection index and knowledge dependency are positive and statistically significant with or without controlling for financial deregulation (Table 3, columns 2 and 3). We thus find evidence that increased employment protection adds to growth in value added through an industry-specific, knowledge intensity related channel. Although greater employment protection has little effect on overall economic activity, as suggested by the state-level regressions, it helps those industries that are more knowledge dependent.

With financial deregulation, the relative bargaining power of workers can be become stronger, in particular in those industries that rely more on external financing. It may also become stronger in those industries that depend more on workers’ knowledge. To investigate these two channels, we add a triple interaction term between the financial deregulation index, employment protection index, and industries’ knowledge use. We add as well the triple interaction term between the financial deregulation and employment protection indexes and the industries’ external financing dependence. The regression specification becomes then:
\[ g_{j,s,t} = \alpha_{s,j} + \alpha_{s,t} + \beta \text{FinLib}_{s,t-1} \ast \text{ExtFinDep}_j \\
+ \gamma \text{WorkRight}_{s,t-1} \ast \text{KnowledgeDep}_j \\
+ \delta_1 \text{FinLib}_{s,t-1} \ast \text{WorkRight}_{s,t-1} \\
+ \delta_2 \text{FinLib}_{s,t-1} \ast \text{WorkRight}_{s,t-1} \ast \text{ExtFinDep}_j \\
+ \delta_3 \text{FinLib}_{s,t-1} \ast \text{WorkRight}_{s,t-1} \ast \text{KnowledgeDep}_j + \varepsilon_{j,s,t}. \]  

Table 3 (columns 4) reports the regressions with these triple interaction terms. Both triple interaction terms are significantly positive, albeit only at 10 percent significance level for the knowledge intensity channel, suggestive evidence of the presence of relative bargaining power. As for the double interaction terms, compared to column 3 little change is found for employment protection interacted with knowledge dependency. However, financial deregulation interacted with external finance dependency becomes now insignificant. This suggests that the positive effects of financial deregulation for external financially dependent industries may arise primarily through the relative bargaining power channel, supporting of a stakeholders’ view of corporate governance.

**Robustness Checks**

We next use two sectoral alternative measures to confirm that greater employment protection increases value added growth in knowledge-intensive industries. The first one is the sales-to-fixed-asset ratio, the reciprocal of conventional capital intensity, calculated at the industry level (Table 3, columns 5 – 7). The second is the industry-specific average fraction of college graduates (Table 3, columns 8 – 10). The results with the first are similar or somewhat stronger, while the results for the second measure in case of the triple interaction terms are somewhat weaker, likely as the proxy is poorer.\(^{22}\)

\(^{22}\) This variable is the average of two distant years, 1940 and 2005. Using the 2005 measure, rather than the average, does not change the results much.
Interstate branching is officially permitted across all states after 1994, which is why we used data only until 1993. However, some states are reported to have allowed interstate banking, especially at the borders, already before 1993. We therefore also run the benchmark regression using data up to only 1990. This does not show any qualitative difference of the effects of financial deregulation and employment protection reforms on value added growth (reports omitted).

V. REVERSE CAUSALITY AND ENDOGENOUS POLICY CHANGES

Our results could be due to reverse causality when differences in growth prospects in industries with varying external financing dependence or knowledge intensity drive changes in financial deregulation or employment protection. For example, firms may exercise more political pressure towards financial deregulation in states where they have more to gain. Or lobbying for employment protection may be more intense in states where knowledge-based industries have more opportunities to prosper. If this were the case, our regression results would have an upward bias and the wrong interpretation may follow.

One simple, but very rough check for this is to conduct the state-industry level regressions excluding some states. We already excluded the states Delaware and South Dakota as they had more liberal financial systems, maybe exactly because they had greater growth opportunities in financial services. We next also exclude the states Massachusetts and California that arguably had the most knowledge-intensity industry growth over the sample period and may therefore have adopted greater employment protection. The regression results without these last two states are virtually the same (reports omitted).  

26 Another potential source of bias may be spillovers. We have largely focused on within-state and time-series variations, including by using standard errors clustered at the state-level. Doing so, however, we risk ignoring cross-state variations that can arise from growth and policy spillovers. Growth spillovers may arise if other (say, neighboring) states adopt policies which leads to higher growth in the state itself, even though it did not yet adopt any policy changes. Policy spillover may arise if due to political pressures or learning effects, states mimic changes in neighboring or other states. However, both may lead to downward bias in our regression results, especially if people predicted the future policy changes and started to change behavior in anticipation.
To control more generally for possible bias due to reverse causality and for various other types of economic and policy spillovers that may create endogeneity, we employ the dynamic panel estimation technique of Blundell and Bond (1998) with autoregressive order one or two terms in the difference equations.\textsuperscript{27} Note that, using the first difference model means we cannot include state-year and state-industry fixed effects and therefore need to re-introduce the financial deregulation and changes in the employment protection as stand-alone regressors.\textsuperscript{28}

Table 4 shows that the key results broadly hold. When using intangible to fixed assets as the knowledge variable, the triple interaction term for knowledge dependence becomes insignificant but the term for the external finance dependence remains significant (column 2 and 3). When using sales to fixed capital ratio, both triple interaction terms remain significant (column 5 and 6). Moreover, when using the college graduate share, the triple interaction term for external finance dependence becomes significant (column 8 and 9), unlike the result in Table 3.\textsuperscript{29}

**Minimum wage**

Changes in minimum wage may alter the effects of changes in employment protection. A high minimum wage may reduce employment, especially in low-skill industries (Partridge and Partridge, 1999). On the other hand, a minimum wage could be seen as another factor to strengthen workers’ bargaining power. Minimum wages vary across U.S. states and over time. Also, the federal minimum wage can be a state’s effective minimum wage if the federal minimum wage is higher or if the state does not have a minimum wage. The federal minimum wage varies also over time. We obtain from the U.S. Department of Labor each state’s minimum

\textsuperscript{27} Given the large samples we have, we report two step estimation results with GMM standard errors, which take into account cross-state correlations.

\textsuperscript{28} Following Blundell and Bond (1998), we also use the level equation similar to (4) as additional information in the GMM estimation. We include year dummies as exogenous instruments.

\textsuperscript{29} The $m_1$ tests (for the first-order serial correlation) are met for all specifications while $m_2$ tests (for the second-order serial correlation) are not met at 5 percent level for AR(1) specifications when using the intangible to fixed asset as the knowledge variable (column 1 and 2) but $m_2$ test for AR(2) specification is good (column 3) as well as for all other specifications. The results, however, needs to be interpreted with a caution as the Sargan tests generally reject the null that the over-identifying restrictions are valid (i.e., the “goodness of fit” is low).
wage for all years and replace the state minimum wage by the federal minimum wage when the federal minimum wage is higher or when there is no state minimum wage. We then add this minimum wage for each state and each year, deflated by the national CPI, as an additional control variable in the panel GMM estimation. We find no significant effects from this minimum wage variable on value added growth. And, most importantly, we find that all our other coefficients remain virtually the same (reports omitted). Consequently, our main results are not biased by the presence of minimum wages. Note that the minimum wage variable, a state-industry level variable, can be added only to the panel GMM specification but not to the previous specification using the state-industry fixed effects.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We clarify the important, growth-enhancing roles of bank branch deregulation and employment protection, using concurrent institutional changes in both financial and labor markets in the U.S. over the period 1972 to 1993. In terms of state-level aggregate impact, we confirm previous studies that have been conducted separately in the banking and labor literatures. Specifically, we find that while financial deregulation is beneficial for average state-level growth and also for state-industry level, the overall effect of employment protection on state-level output is insignificant. These regression results are consistent with previous studies.

However, unlike previous results, we find that employment protection sometimes promotes growth at the state-industry level, particularly for industries that are more knowledge-intensive. It may surprise to find positive effects of public sector induced higher bargaining power for workers for the U.S., a market-based economy with good institutions and near complete contracting environment and where market failures may be considered limited. Still, our results seem consistent with the history of the U.S., which has transformed itself over the sample period to a more knowledge-based economy, with higher specialization and more firm-specific human capital accumulation accompanied over the same period by improved labor standards.
Theories with firm-specific investment also imply that financial frictions should matter more when it affects job security indirectly. More competitive banks are likely to provide more liquidity to distressed firms and to exert less power to appropriate resources from them, thus helping with job security. Our estimates on the interaction terms confirm this indirect effect of financial deregulation for external-finance-dependent and knowledge-intensive industries.

Our results also speak to a broader corporate governance debate in countries other than the U.S. In particular, basic labor standards likely create a better alignment of bargaining powers among workers, creditors, and shareholders, and should thus be especially important for emerging markets, also given the typical dominance of banks in financial intermediation.\(^3\) We surmise though that the relationship between employment protection and economic outcomes may be nonlinear. This is because the stakeholders view, prevalent in developed countries other than the U.S., such as continental Europe and Japan, where both banks and labor play a large role in firm monitoring and governance, appears to be associated with many negative outcomes according to the labor literature. As such, it may be that basic employment protection or “labor standards” as adopted in the U.S. may be beneficial, while the broader labor protection as practiced in continental Europe may not. This is not more than a conjecture, however, and as such, we see a fruitful research area to find out the circumstances under which stakeholder governance pays off.

\(^3\) For a general review of the general literature on the role of institutions on development, see Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2005) and of the law and finance literature specifically, see Levine (2005). Also see Johnson and others (2000), Mitton (2002), Joh (2003) for shareholder protection. However, our paper is novel by conducting a focused empirical study on economic impacts of the relative bargaining power between creditors and workers due to institutional changes.
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Figure 1a. Adoption of Financial Liberalization
(number of states deregulated)
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Figure 2a: The Pattern of Financial Deregulation and Adoption of Employment Protection

Notes:

n is dummy indicating the year branch restrictions were lifted via de novo branching
p is public policy index
g is good faith index
c is implied contract index
z is combination of p, g and c
Figure 2b: The Pattern of Financial Deregulation and Adoption of Employment Protection

Notes:
m is dummy indicating the year M&A branch restrictions were lifted
p is public policy index
g is good faith index
c is implied contract index
z is combination of p, g and c
Table 1a. Correlations among State-Level Institutional Changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Liberalization</th>
<th>Employment Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A</td>
<td>de novo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de novo</td>
<td>0.7828*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Policy</td>
<td>0.2510*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Faith</td>
<td>0.1642*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>0.3243*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earliest</td>
<td>0.2764*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Italics numbers show the observation numbers. Asterisk (*) denotes significance level at 5 %.
### Table 1b. Averages and Standard Deviations of Main Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Added Growth</th>
<th>Financial Liberalization</th>
<th>Employment Protection</th>
<th>External Finance</th>
<th>Knowledge Proxy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>state-level</td>
<td>state-industry</td>
<td>M&amp;A de novo</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
<td>Good Faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std.dev.</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>19.17</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1c. Correlations among Industry-Level Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>External Finance Dependence</th>
<th>Sales to Fixed Assets</th>
<th>Intangible Assets to Fixed Assets</th>
<th>Ave. Fraction of College Grad in 1940 and 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ext. Fin. Dep.</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales/ Fixed Assets</td>
<td>-0.5236*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intangible/ Fixed Assets</td>
<td>-0.4360*</td>
<td>0.7079*</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Schooling</td>
<td>-0.1039</td>
<td>0.3718*</td>
<td>0.5279*</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Italics numbers show the observation numbers. Asterisk (*) denotes significance level at 5 %.
Table 2a. State Level Regressions—Gross State Product

The dependent variable is the real growth rate of the gross state product, deflated by national CPI index, over the period 1972 to 1993. FinLib is M&A based bank branch deregulation in each state. It is a binary variable, taking the value of one if deregulated. WorkRight is the exception for wrongful discharges based on either public policy, good faith, the implied contract, or the earliest of them in each state. It is a binary variable, taking the value of one if established. State level fixed effects as well as year dummies are included, but not reported. The t-statistics based on robust standard errors are reported: * denotes significant at 10%; ** at 5%; and *** at 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Public Policy</th>
<th>Good Faith</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Earliest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FinLib</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>1.785</td>
<td>1.397</td>
<td>1.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.700)***</td>
<td>(2.890)***</td>
<td>(1.670)*</td>
<td>(2.809)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkRight</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>-0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.243]</td>
<td>[1.459]</td>
<td>[0.700]</td>
<td>[-0.984]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib*WorkRight</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.000]</td>
<td>[0.150]</td>
<td>[0.040]</td>
<td>[0.600]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N      | 1029          | 1008       | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     | 1008     |
| N Groups | 48            | 48         | 48       | 48       | 48       | 48       | 48       | 48       | 48       | 48       | 48       | 48       |
| R-squared | 0.375        | 0.370      | 0.380    | 0.382    | 0.369    | 0.379    | 0.380    | 0.372    | 0.380    | 0.379    | 0.368    | 0.377    | 0.378    |
Table 2b. State Level Regressions—Non-Financial Sector Gross State Product

The dependent variable is the real growth rate of the non-financial sector gross state product, deflated by national CPI index, over the period 1972 to 1993. FinLib is M&A based bank branch deregulation in each state. It is a binary variable, taking the value of one if deregulated. WorkRight is the exception for wrongful discharges based on either public policy, good faith, the implied contract, or the earliest of them in each state. It is a binary variable, taking the value of one if established. State level fixed effects as well as year dummies are included, but not reported. The t-statistics based on robust standard errors are reported: * denotes significant at 10%; ** at 5%; and *** at 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Public Policy</th>
<th>Good Faith</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Earliest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FinLib</td>
<td>2.089</td>
<td>2.137</td>
<td>1.492</td>
<td>2.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkRight</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
<td>-0.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.419]</td>
<td>[0.637]</td>
<td>[-0.150]</td>
<td>[-0.957]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib*WorkRight</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>3.137</td>
<td>1.303</td>
<td>2.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.140]</td>
<td>[1.390]</td>
<td>[1.020]</td>
<td>[1.750]*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: 1029 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008
N Groups: 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
R-squared: 0.256 0.254 0.264 0.267 0.255 0.265 0.268 0.255 0.264 0.267 0.254 0.264 0.270
Table 3. State-Industry Level Regressions

The dependent variable is the real growth rate of the gross state-industry product, deflated by national CPI index, over the period 1972 to 1993 (outliers are removed based on three standard deviations). FinLib is M&A based bank branch deregulation in each state. It is a binary variable, taking the value of one if deregulated. ExtFinDep is the industry level tendency of external finance defined in Rajan-Zingales (1998), calculated as the mean of median of each year from 1991 to 2006 using the Worldscope database. WorkRight is a binary variable, taking the value of one in each state, after the earliest of the three exceptions for wrongful discharges is established. Knowledge is the industry average use of intangible assets relative to fixed assets or sales to fixed asset ratio. State-year and state-industry fixed effects are included, but not reported. The reported t-statistics are based on robust standard errors corrected for clustering at the state level: * denotes significant at 10%; ** at 5%; and *** at 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge proxy:</th>
<th>Intangible / Fixed Assets</th>
<th>Sales / Fixed Assets</th>
<th>Share of College Graduates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FinLib*ExtFinDep</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.685]</td>
<td>[1.979]**</td>
<td>[-0.118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkRight*Knowledge</td>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>1.490</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib<em>WorkRight</em>ExtFinDep</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2.194]**</td>
<td>[2.362]**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib<em>WorkRight</em>Knowledge</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.794]*</td>
<td>[2.450]**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>50067</td>
<td>49204</td>
<td>49204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. State-Industry Level Regressions (Panel GMM)

The dependent variable is the real growth rate of the gross state-industry product, deflated by national CPI index, over the period 1972 to 1993 (outliers are removed based on three standard deviations). FinLib is M&A based bank branch deregulation in each state. It is a binary variable, taking the value of one if deregulated. ExtFinDep is the industry level tendency of external finance defined in Rajan-Zingales (1998), calculated as the mean of median of each year from 1991 to 2006 using the Worldscope database. WorkRight is the exception for wrongful discharges based on the earliest of public policy, good faith, or the implied contract in each state. It is a binary variable, taking the value of one if established. Knowledge is the sales to fixed capital ratio, the average over time for each industry, and measures the industry level reliance on Knowledge rather than physical capital in production. Estimation is based on Blundell and Bond (1998) with AR(1) or AR(2) terms in difference equations. The year dummies are included, but not reported. The t-statistics based on two-step GMM standard errors are reported: * denotes significant at 10%; ** at 5%; and *** at 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge proxy:</th>
<th>Intangible / Fixed Assets</th>
<th>Sales / Fixed Capital</th>
<th>Share of College Graduates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR(1)</td>
<td>AR(1)</td>
<td>AR(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib*ExtFinDep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>-0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkRight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.533</td>
<td>-0.605</td>
<td>-0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-2.964]**</td>
<td>[-2.592]**</td>
<td>[-3.636]**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkRight*Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.868</td>
<td>1.726</td>
<td>1.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkRight*FinLib</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.093</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>-0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.280]</td>
<td>[0.302]</td>
<td>[-0.811]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib<em>WorkRight</em>ExtFinDep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinLib<em>WorkRight</em>Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.628]</td>
<td>[0.785]</td>
<td>[3.031]**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N | 45958 | 45958 | 42967 | 45958 | 45958 | 42967 | 39705 | 39705 | 37133 |
| N Groups | 2428 | 2428 | 2417 | 2428 | 2428 | 2417 | 2096 | 2096 | 2086 |
| Sargan (p-value) | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 |
| ml (p-value) | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 |
| m2 (p-value) | 0.047 | 0.029 | 0.070 | 0.053 | 0.052 | 0.071 | 0.077 | 0.076 | 0.067 |